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Darkflash RC650 gaming chair RGB
Do you spend a lot of time at the computer? Do you happen to devote long hours to gaming? Take care of your comfort and get yourself
a comfortable gaming chair! The RC650 by Darkflash is equipped with a soft seat and a specially contoured backrest, which will allow you
to maintain the correct posture during subsequent duels. It allows you to recline up to 150°, and also allows you to adjust the height and
armrests. The armchair also has a wide, sturdy base with durable 60mm diameter casters.
 
Ergonomic design
Ensure the comfort you dream of during your next game. The contoured backrest of the chair provides the necessary support for your
spine and allows you to maintain the right posture at the computer. No more pain and fatigue! The RC650 also has a soft seat, which is
made of high-density foam for incredible comfort.
 
Stable base
Enjoy a high level  of  safety -  even during an extremely exciting game. The RC650 chair  is  equipped with a wide 350mm base,  which
meets BIFMA standards and guarantees the necessary stability. Also noteworthy are the 60mm diameter nylon casters, which stand out
for their exceptional durability and allow you to move effortlessly on almost any surface.
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Multiple adjustment options
Customize the gaming chair to suit your needs and make it even more comfortable. The RC650 lets you adjust the armrests in 2 planes,
and it  also allows you to recline from 90°-150°.  Adjust  it  to make you comfortable!  You can also adjust  the height of  the chair  with a
special lever. The mechanisms used guarantee the necessary stability and safety regardless of the chosen setting.
 
Delightful design
Take care of the unique atmosphere in your gaming area. The RC650 chair is distinguished by colorful RGB backlighting, which gives it a
fantastic  gaming  character.  You  can  also  adjust  it  to  your  preferences  with  the  included  remote  control.  Now you  can  easily  achieve
stunning visual effects! What's more, the chair is finished with high-quality synthetic leather, which is pleasant to the touch and looks
incredibly stylish.
 
In the box
Gaming armchair
Remote control
Brand
Darkflash
Model
RC650
Type of foam
Back: cotton with a density of 24;Seat: cotton;
Structure
Iron frame with a thickness of 1.5mm
Upholstery
PU leather
Armrests
2D
Armrests adjustment
Up / down, left / right
Swivel range
90° - 150°
Type of tilt mechanism
19 Tray (Butterfly) mechanism
Gas lift class
100 Class 3
Backlighting
RGB
Base
350mm, nylon
Diameter of casters
60mm
Dimensions
69x54x128-138cm
Maximum height
470mm
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Antes: € 213.9954

Agora: € 190.99

Jogos, Gaming chairs
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